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        A Page in a Book
Books to Celebrate the One-of-a-Kind Kid
As parents we celebrate the things that make our child distinctive. His eccen-
tric passion for polka dot clothing, her encyclopedic knowledge of bats, their 
precocious habit of singing (loudly) in public, the fact that they speak two lan-
guages – these characteristics can make our child a delightful stand-out against 
a standard backdrop. While these aspects of our child endear them to us, this 
same distinctiveness can sometimes set them apart from their environment. The 
following titles celebrate the ways that positive interaction helps ‘outside of the 
norm’ join its special perspective to the larger social whole.

My Cousin Momo
by Zacariah Ohora (Penguin / Dial Books for Young Readers)
When gray squirrel siblings look forward to hosting cousin Momo for a visit, they are filled with 
anticipation. As a flying squirrel, Momo’s special ability promises to be the highlight of their first 
meeting with their cousin. But their fabled cousin doesn’t perform as expected. Momo doesn’t 
hide-and-seek very well, he plays acorn-pong all wrong and he won’t show off his advertised spe-
cialty of flight. The brother and sister’s obvious disappointment leads cousin Momo to contemplate 
leaving, but a last-minute appreciation of his special talents may just help their new friendship take 
flight. Ohora’s bright illustration gives all the right nods to this evolution of appreciation for uncom-
mon style.

The Girl Who Heard Colors
by Marie Harris, Illustrated by Vanessa Brantley-Newton (Penguin / Nancy Paulsen Books)
Little Gillian experiences the world much like her counterparts, except when it comes to sounds. Gifted 
with synesthesia, Gillian perceives sound as color. Her bike’s bell rings silver, the rain whispers in light 
purple and her teacher’s voice is green as a frog. But when a lunch box falls to the floor and Gillian ex-
claims “Yellow!”, her distinctive ability is revealed to classmates who laugh (in inky black) at what they 
don’t understand. It’s the visit of a musician to the classroom who recognizes her special perception 
and helps Gil and her classmates cultivate a new appreciation for differences that make their world a 
brighter and more colorful place.

The Seeds of Friendship
by Michael Foreman (Candlewick Press)
Relocated from the tropics to a cold and gray city, Adam misses all the things that were unique to 
his old home. As he tentatively ventures into snow for the first time, curious kids soon begin to help 
him craft a snow white menagerie of creatures from his homeland. Still lamenting the dreary land-
scape, Adam’s first day of school reveals a small garden, a bright spot of color. When the teacher 
begins to send seeds from the garden home with him, Adam and his mother begin sinking new 
roots into the city. With a green thumb and memories of home, Adam is joined by his friends as 
they begin transforming their gray surroundings into a colorful bridge between friends, neighbors 
and two different worlds.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com. 
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by Gerry Paige Smith

Playing with Food
Playing with food is part of every child’s early years as they 

learn to feed themselves. And as their food interests expand 
beyond the high chair and into the larger kitchen, kids often 

develop specific curiosity about the objects and items that con-
tribute to their menu. They begin to look at ‘grown-up’ food, 
kitchen set-ups and cooking tools with a new, and hungry, 

eye. While they’re not ready to don the official chef’s hat yet, 
encouraging their interest with safe and engaging toys and 

resources is ideal for cultivating their nutritional education and 
expanding tastes. The following items are recommended for 

kids who still want to play with their food. 

Playing with Food

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Honeysuckle Treat 
Street Food Truck
(Woodzeez)

With the booming interest is food 
truck cuisine nationwide, it’s the per-
fect time for little foodies to explore 
the business with their own pint-
sized version of the same. The Honeysuckle Treat Street Food Truck 
is a highly detailed toy replica of a restaurant on wheels. With a grill, 
cupboards, and an oven (with a working door) there’s plenty of food 
activity on the menu. The trapdoor for extra storage adds to the space 
economy that echoes real food trucks. There are eighty-nine pieces, 
so while kids are guaranteed to stay busy this set is best for kids who 
are past the mouthing age. Woodzeez brand figures are sold sepa-
rately, but this food truck can easily host a variety of similarly sized 
characters. Battery-free and ready to feed friends, the Honeysuckle 
Treat Street Food Truck will get your child’s restaurant business rolling.

Morphy Richards 
Kitchen Set
(Casdon Little)

While the coffee maker and 
toaster are often off-limits for 
little ones, the Morphy Richards 
Kitchen Set presents a safe 
and entertaining option for the 
younger cook. The coffee kettle 
is refillable with water (or other 
beverage) and features a level gauge indicator for added realism. 
The ‘toast’ pops up from the toaster with an energetic spring to 
launch every morning meal. Featuring colorful cutlery, dishes and 
pretend food, breakfast or brunch is easily laid out by the youngest 
kitchen helper. Perfect for pretend play this miniature collection is 
sized for little hands, but easily serves alongside adult crockery for a 
family-sized breakfast spread.

Cutting Food Play Set
(Melissa & Doug)

Putting a knife in the hands of a 
toddler is encouraged with Melissa 
& Doug’s Cutting Food Play Set. 
Complete with sectioned wooden fruit, 
vegetables and bread loaf, kids use 
this set’s sturdy, blunt-edged wooden 
knife to cut the food into its parts. The 
“crunch’ of the cut comes from the 
strong Velcro attachments between the food sections. The actual 
weight and feel of the wooden food mimics real produce much more 
closely than plastic counterparts. As children separate and reas-
semble the food, they are also benefiting from an early exposure to 
fractions. Crafted with non-toxic materials, the occasional nibbling 
and gnawing is not a worry. Giving young chefs their first opportu-
nity to carve out their place in the kitchen, the Cutting Food Play Set 
offers a surprisingly real food prep experience for kids.

Sew Mini Treats
(Klutz)

Making your own food takes on 
a whole new meaning with Sew Mini 
Treats, an adorable craft kit from Klutz. 
Following super-easy instructions in the 
48-page guide, young seamsters are 
equipped with everything they need to 
assemble plush food with fun faces. With 
patterns, felt, filling, floss, and delightful 
design elements for cheeks and eyes all included, kids can turn out 
up to 18 different food-themed plushies in a short amount of time. 
Getting the hang of following patterns and simple stitching is also 
ideal for turning hand work into real confidence-building oppor-
tunities. Perfect for party-activities, decorating, gift-giving, or just 
carrying around as an “I made this!” badge, Sew Mini Treats are a 
delicious dip into food-themed crafting.

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com


